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CSCA08 Tutorial #10

T0008

TODAY

� Announcement

� Assignment #3

� Any questions?

� TA office hour for A, 

� Wed, Nov 23th 3:30pm – 5pm (IC437)

� Tues, Nov 29th 2pm – 4pm (BV469)

Lab Today

� Object Oriented Program

� Objects & Classes

Object Oriented Programming (OOP)

� A programming paradigm/style by which the programmer 
groups data and method together into one object

� In other words, you can create your own variable types 
that have specialize data and methods to manipulate the 
data

� The idea arose in late 1950’s in MIT, but wasn’t really 
popular until early to mid 1990’s

� Some programming languages aren’t really designed with 
OOP in mind (ie. C, although C++ solves that) while 
others is designed completely around OOP (ie. Java)

� In Python, you could get away with not knowing OOP, but 
it help us design better programs.

Objects & Classes

� Objects/Classes are the definition of a new variable type, 
whereas an instance is the actual realization of the object

� We define an object like this

� class ClassName (object):
# object definitions here

� We instantiate/create an instance of the object like so

� x = ClassName(initialization parameters)

� Think blueprint of a machine vs actual (instance) creation 
of the machine

Python Classes

� Python has specialized built-in methods that every single 
class

� __init__ called when creating a new instance of the class

� __str__ called when you try to print an instance of the class

� __cmp__ called when you try to do a comparison

� Plenty more (not on exam, but interesting):

� __iter__ called when you do a for-loop

� http://docs.python.org/library/functions.html
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OOP Benefits

� Group data and functionality together

� Allows for abstraction

� Programmers using the object doesn’t have to worry about how 
the class works on the inside, just need to call the methods

� There is a complicated algorithm to calculate day of week based 
on the year, month and day. But we can “hide” this from other 
programmers (don’t need them to worry about it)

� Code reuse

� The Event class can be reused in many different context

� Not necessarily for a calendar event, what other programs might 
need to know events?

� How about a database that records natural disasters and duration? Can 
we still reuse the code there?


